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First published in Chinese in 1964 and then banned by the revolutionaries ten years later, this
remarkable autobiography presents the story of a man who served twice as emperor of China,
once as emperor of the Japanese puppet state in Manchuria, and then underwent a complete re-
education in the prisons of the Communist Chinese government, finally leading a life as an ordinary
citizen. Placed on the throne in 1908 at the age of two, Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi became the tenth ruler of
the Ch'ing Dynasty and the last emperor of China. Forced to abdicate four years later but
permitted to remain in the Forbidden City until the Ch'ing court lost power in 1924, Pu Yi spent his
youth surrounded by eunuchs, princes, cooks, consorts, tutors, and the decadent, often wild
excesses of the Imperial Palace. During this time, Reginald Johnston, a Scottish district officer and
magistrate of the British-leased territory of Weihaiwei in Shantung, became Pu Yi's tutor and
established a bond with the young emperor that both remembered fondly in their writings.
Recounting those early days, Pu Yi then describes his installation by the Japanese as puppet
emperor in Manchuria, the defeat of Japan by the Allies in World War II, his imprisonment in the
Soviet Union, and his eventual forced return to the People's Republic of China in 1950. Re-
educated in Chinese prisons, Pu Yi learned how to dress himself, work on an assembly line, and
criticize his former uselessness and pride. Pu Yi ends the account with his release from
prison--pardoned by the Communist Party--and the beginning of his new life as a gardener and
then as a researcher of literary and historical materials. This fascinating account not only depicts
an empire in the throes of death and the zeal of a new-born regime, but also reveals the tragic
story of a man who was a helpless subject of family and government turmoils and not really a ruler
at all. W.J. Jenner has written a general introduction and individual introductions to each chapter,
giving the history of the book and its political background. Simon Winchester has contributed an
afterword on Chinese reactions to the empire and to the making of Bernardo Bertolucci's film about
Pu Yi, due to release in November.
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Two Years In The Forbidden City , Princess Der Ling, 2004, Biography & Autobiography, 180
pages. Princess Dar Ling's chronicle of life at court..

Fragrant Weeds Chinese Short Stories Once Labelled as "Poisonous Weeds", William John Francis
Jenner, 1983, Gardening, 228 pages. .

Courtier and Commoner in Ancient China Selections from the History of the Former Han, Gu Ban,
1974, History, 282 pages. Is the Confucian tradition compatible with the Western understanding
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The diversity factor capturing the competitive advantage of a changing workforce, Elsie Y. Cross,
Margaret Blackburn White, Apr 1, 1996, Business & Economics, 266 pages. The face of America is
changing. The workforce of the 21st century will include growing numbers of women and people of
color. American corporations and other organizations mustThe Butterfly Boy , Richard Cawley,
2000, Fiction, 202 pages. The Butterfly Boy marks the debut as a novelist of Richard Cawley,
television chef (That's Entertaining, Ready Steady Cook) and food writer (The Artful Cook, The
New English Puyi, William John Francis Jenner 0192820990, 9780192820990 Clinical Veterinary
Advisor Dogs and Cats, Etienne Cote, Dec 17, 2010, Medical, 1784 pages. No other quick reference
comes close in covering the diagnosis and treatment of hundreds of diseases in dogs and cats.
Etienne Cote's Clinical Veterinary Advisor: Dogs and Cats A sensational bestseller when it appeared
in 1986, The Garden of Eden is the last uncompleted novel of Ernest Hemingway, which he worked
on intermittently from 1946 until his.
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South Korea's industry new directions in world markets, Michael C. McDermott, Stephen Young,
1989, Business & Economics, 176 pagesEeyore's Gloomy Little Instruction Book , Joan Powers, A.
A. Milne, Ernest Howard Shepard, Apr 1, 1996, Humor, 80 pages. The pessimistic donkey from the
Winnie-the-Pooh books dispenses advice on a variety of topics, including friendship, housing,
missing tails, bouncing animals, dieting, and Puyi, William John Francis Jenner 1987
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Where Science and Magic Meet , Serena Roney-Dougal, 1993, Magic, 275 pages. Links
developments in the new sciences with the ancient wisdom of the various occult and spiritual
traditions. New revised editionReadings in the philosophy of man , William L. Kelly, Andrew Tallon,
1972, Philosophy, 340 pages The Darkroom Cookbook , Stephen G. Anchell, 2008, Photography,
359 pages. This book shares tried-and-true techniques for the silver-based process and provides
the keys to unlocking creativity through the mastery of the 'ingredients' of photography George
Bernard Shaw, (1856-1950) was an Irish playwright. He is the only person to have been awarded
both the Nobel Prize for Literature (1925) and an Oscar (1938). An entertaining and informative
study of the history and culture of alcoholic beverages traces the origins and development of
various groups of beverages, including beer, wine. An Unconventional and Comprehensive Guide to
everything Investing:This book is the first book in a series of books designed to help those that are
looking to either take charge.
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Phonics and Spelling , Louis Fidge, Jul 1, 2002, English language, 32 pages. A fun, interactive
activity book based around the popular theme of magic to engage and motivate young learners.
This book helps children to practise their spelling and phonicsAccidentally on Purpose , Mary F.
Pols, Oct 13, 2009, Biography & Autobiography, 304 pages. At thirty-nine, movie critic Mary Pols
knew she wanted to have a baby. But neverвЂ”not in a million yearsвЂ”on her own. To take on
the physical, emotional, and financial Voices and Instruments in Christian Worship Principles, Laws,
Applications, Joseph GГ©lineau, 1964, Church music, 224 pages A boy and his favorite stuffed
animals share their days with one another in this cozy bedtime picture book with audio from Mem
Fox. There was once a boy who loved bedtime. What. "Feelings run high in the Scottish Highlands
when a magnificent pedigree Aberdeen Angus bull, rejoicing in the impressive title of The Marquis
of Braedale, is brutally shot. For Dummies Travel guides are the ultimate user-friendly trip
planners, combining the broad appeal and time-tested features of the For Dummies series with up-
to-the-minute.
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Thoracic medicine & cardiology the J.D. Stewart Memorial Refresher Course for Veterinarians :
9-13 February 1998, venue, Stephen Roberts Lecture Theatre, Sydney University, University of
Sydney. Post-Graduate Foundation in Veterinary Science, 1998, Medical, 279 pagesAlpha Moon A
Paranormal Romance, SM Reine, Mar 1, 2014, Fiction, 60 pages. Rylie GreshamвЂ™s world is
ending, and this time, it has nothing to do with silver bulletsвЂ¦and everything to do with an
impromptu visit from her mother. Jessica has no idea her download From Emperor to Citizen: The
Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi 1987 Problems of Place-name Study Being a Course of Three
Lectures Delivered at King's College Under the Auspices of the University of London, Allen Mawer,
1929, Names, Geographical, 140 pages Four novels trace the life of Harry "Rabbit" Angstrom
against the changing American society from the sixties to the eighties.



Get It Done From Procrastination to Creative Genius in 15 Minutes a Day, Sam Bennett, Jan 15,
2014, Self-Help, 240 pages. вЂњOrganizedвЂќ and вЂњartistвЂќ don't usually go together.
Creative types are more often seen as sensitive, melodramatic, eccentric, misunderstood, and the
like. To those who haveRunaway Pony , Jeanne Betancourt, 1995, Juvenile Fiction, 83 pages.
When Lulu's pony, Snow White, develops strangles and is separated from the other ponies, she
runs away during a snowstorm, and Lulu enlists the aid of her Pony Pal friends
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Antes de nascer o mundo , Mia Couto, 2009, Mozambican literature (Portuguese), 277 pages.
JesusalГ©m, ermo encravado na savana, em MoГ§ambique, abriga cinco almas apartadas das
gentes e cidades do mundo. Ali, ensaiam um arremedo de vida - Silvestre e seus dois
filhosCambridge First Certificate in English 3 Teacher's Book Examination Papers from the
University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, University of Cambridge Local Examinations
Syndicate, Jul 31, 1997, Foreign Language Study, 88 pages. Cambridge First Certificate in English
3 contains four complete sets of tests for the FCE examination
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Managing in the Age of Change , Roger A. Ritvo, Anne H. Litwin, Lee Butler, 1995, Business &
Economics, 296 pages. With the rules of business changing as fast as they are, managers need a
blueprint for dealing with complex new issues as they impact hiring, budgeting, rewarding,
planningYou win some, you lose some , Jean Ure, Mar 1, 1986, Juvenile Fiction, 182 pages.
Jamie's decision to leave school and become a ballet dancer brings him problems but strengthens
his character
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The Turning , Maxine Chernoff, 2008, Poetry, 99 pages. Poetry. "Maxine Chernoff's THE TURNING
turns at the moment 'when we survive our disappearances,' 'when murder chastises history,' in
other words, right now - when all that'sMetamorphosis: the shaping of Phillis Wheatley and her.,
Volume 1981, Part 1 the shaping of Phillis Wheatley and her poetry, Geneva Cobb Moore, Phillis
Wheatley, 1981, American poetry, 131 pages Puyi, William John Francis Jenner
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Differential Equations and Linear Algebra , Edwards, May 29, 2001, Differential equations, 264
pagesMulk Raj Anand Omnibus , Mulk Raj Anand, Nov 2, 2004, Fiction, 724 pages. the Mulk raj
anand Omnibus is a tribute to one of the founding fathers of the Indian novel in English. Mulk Raj
Anand (1905-2004) is best known for the impassioned social From Emperor to Citizen: The
Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi Oxford University Press, 1987
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Create Your Own Hedge Fund Increase Profits and Reduce Risks with ETFs and Options, Mark D.
Wolfinger, Jan 28, 2005, Business & Economics, 240 pages. Discover a practical trading strategy
that combines options and ETFs. Create Your Own Hedge Fund explains how exchange-traded
funds can be used in conjunction with an optionsFrom IVF to immortality controversy in the era of
reproductive technology, Ruth Deech, Anna Smajdor, Feb 3, 2008, Fiction, 233 pages. This is a
book for anyone who has ever paused to wonder whether cloning will ever be legal. Why it is that
"savior siblings" and sex selection provoke such strong reactions From Emperor to Citizen: The
Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi Puyi, William John Francis Jenner 502 pages
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The Shah , Abbas Milani, Jan 4, 2011, Biography & Autobiography, 496 pages. Though his
monarchy was toppled in 1979 and he died in 1980, the life of Mohammad-Reza Shah Pahlevi, the
last Shah of Iran, continues to resonate today. Here, internationallyBunny , Selima Hill, 2001,
Poetry, 80 pages. "Musically as well as psychologically fugal."--Booklist. "Reminiscent of Sylvia
Plath... Hill re-creates a nightmarish story."--Library Journal Gay lovers hard men with hard bodies,
Rodney Nitzer, , Fiction, 190 pages Josh and his friends investigate mysterious lights on Molokai
and try to figure out how to get a valuable surfboard back from the neighborhood bully, Kong.
Statistical Factor Analysis and Related Methods Theory and Applications In bridging the gap
between the mathematical and statistical theory of factor analysis, this new work.



Seizing the Light A Social History of Photography, Robert Hirsch, Dec 9, 2008, Photography, 496
pages. Seizing the Light: A Social History of Photography provides a thought-provoking, accurate,
and accessible introduction to the photographic arts for all readers. With stunningAmerican
national standard for photography (film) processed vesicular film -- specifications for stability,
American National Standards Institute, National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc.
Secretariat, 1985, Photography, 20 pages



Critical Food Issues Problems and State-of-the-Art Solutions Worldwide, Laurel E. Phoenix, Lynn
Walter, 2009, Health & Fitness, 556 pages. "Critical Food Issues: Problems and State-of-the-Art
Solutions Worldwide" examines 31 crucial areas of concern, from soil degradation, depletion of
water for irrigation, andThe Word Witch , Margaret Mahy, Sep 14, 2012, Children's poetry, New
Zealand, 168 pages. This bestselling book now comes with a CD of poems performed by Margaret
Mahy. She can lasso with a limerick, haunt with a haiku and wrap you tight in a rhyme, quick as
download From Emperor to Citizen: The Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi 1987
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Remember Roberto Clemente recalled by teammates, family, friends and fans, Jim O'Brien, May 1,
1994, Biography & Autobiography, 448 pagesThe Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge ,
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 2001, English literature, 1616 pages. Poetry in its many guises is at the
center of Coleridge's multifarious interests, and this long-awaited new edition of his complete
poetical works marks the pinnacle of the
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Five cents of land , MalayДЃtМІtМІЕ«r RДЃmakrМҐб№Јб№‡an, Ramakrishnan Viswanathan, 1998,
Fiction, 154 pages. The unmaking of a hero Madhavan Pillai, a freedom fighter of renown in pre-
independence years, now a penniless alcoholic, awaits an anonymous death, while his protege
RamettanDifferential equations and boundary value problems computing and modeling, Charles
Henry Edwards, David E. Penney, Apr 1, 2000, Mathematics, 318 pages



Punkzilla , Adam Rapp, Mar 16, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 256 pages. "Punkzilla" is on a mission to see
his older brother "P", before "P" dies of cancer. Still buzzing from his last hit of meth, he embarks
on a days-long trip from Portland, OreFeeding the Future From Fat to Famine, How to Solve the
World's Food Crises, Andrew Heintzman, Evan Solomon, 2006, Social Science, 317 pages. Outlines
practical solutions to global food supply problems in the twenty-first century, suggesting relevant
ways to address key issues related to food safety, conservation 0192820990, 9780192820990 Arts
and crafts achievement activities , Robert L. Doan, Dec 1, 1979, Education, 64 pages Many of us
would like to know more about the Bible, but don't know where to begin. A Beginner's Guide to
Reading the Bible is a concise introduction that assumes no previous. Would you like to better
appreciate fine distilled spirits? Whiskey & Spirits For Dummies is your complete guide to selecting
and enjoying this family of noble beverages. Energy is a basic human need; technologies for
energy conversion and use are fundamental to human survival. As energy technology evolves to
meet demands for development and.
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Financial Consumers Associations: Hearing Before the Committee on., Volume 4 Hearing Before the
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, One Hundredth
Congress, Second Session on the Recognition that There is Very Little Shopping for Financial
Services and that There is a Tremendous Disparity in the Charges that are Paid by People who Use
Financial Services, December 14, 1988, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking,
Housing, and Urban Affairs, 1989, Consumer education, 128 pagesMississippi history stories, Steve
Yarbrough, 1994, Fiction, 158 pages



Woodturning Methods , Mike Darlow, 2008, Crafts & Hobbies, 199 pages. The second book in Mike
Darlow's popular "Woodturning Series," this invaluable reference features clear language, crisp full-
color illustrations, and special turning techniquesMeet the Heroes and Villains , Stan Lee, Steve
Ditko, 2007, Good and evil, 32 pages. Learn to read with Spider-man and friends in this wonderful
early learning book. This brilliant new eductaional title combines Spidey fun with exciting reading
excersies to download



Annual report of the Comptroller, Volume 1 , New York (N.Y.). Comptroller's Office, New York
(N.Y.). Dept. of Finance, 1906, Finance, PublicPrinciples of Business Law , Roger Gamble, Jean J.
Du Plessis, Luke Neal, 2008, Commercial law, 409 pages. It is essential that all students who
intend to undertake a career in business have an understanding of the fundamental legal building
blocks that underpin commercial life in



A Lotus for Miss Quon , James Hadley Chase, 2011, Fiction, 190 pages. Steve Jaffe, an American
business man working in Saigon, discovers two million dollars worth of diamonds hidden in a wall
of his rented villa. He learns that these diamondsThings of the Hidden God Journey to the Holy
Mountain, Christopher Merrill, 2005, Biography & Autobiography, 280 pages. The author describes
the spiritual, emotional, and vocational crisis that led to his pilgrimage to Mount Athos, an isolated
monastic community in northern Greece that is a
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You are Invited-- , Lynette Jensen, Marilyn Ginsburg, Jun 1, 2008, Crafts & Hobbies, 80 pages.
Projects for special occasions all year long- 12 quilting related projects, other crafts and recipes for
birthdays, holidays, mother's day, father's day, slumber partiesHistory of the Jacob family in
England, Ireland, and America , Caroline Nicholson Jacob, 1964, , 108 pages



Ugly Americans The True Story of the Ivy League Cowboys Who Raided the Asian Markets for
Millions, Ben Mezrich, May 4, 2004, Business & Economics, 271 pages. Documents the exploits of a
group of elite hedge fund cowboys who used their talents to amass vast personal wealth and
redefined the rules of international finance and theFamily Portrait , Bonnie Brewster, 1999, Family
& Relationships, 196 pages From Emperor to Citizen: The Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi
Oxford University Press, 1987 Study guide to accompany Stanton Fundamentals of marketing, fifth
edition , Thomas J. Adams, William J. Stanton, 1978, Marketing, 337 pages
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Shadow , K. J. Parker, Nov 5, 2009, Fiction, 576 pages. A man wakes in the wilderness, amid
scattered corpses and inquisitive crows. He has no memory of who he is or how he came to be
there. The only clues to his former existenceLiving at the Summit A Novel Approach to an
Exceptional Life, Tom Hill, J. P. Gardner, Elizabeth Gardner, Apr 1, 1999, Self-actualization
(Psychology), 256 pages
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An introduction to poetry , X. J. Kennedy, 1966, American poetry, 394 pagesStand Magazine , , ,
Literature, Modern Power and Religiosity in a Post-Colonial Setting Sinhala Catholics in
Contemporary Sri Lanka, R. L. Stirrat, Jun 1, 2006, History, 260 pages. Over the past few decades
a series of Catholic shrines have sprung up in Sri Lanka which draw hundreds of pilgrims. Although
best known as centres for the exorcism of the Beyond devolution and decentralisation compares
the politics, policies and polity-building dynamics of devolution in Wales and decentralisation in the
French region of Brittany. A scion in a long line of legendary warriors, the teenage Ari Hanavi is
thrown into a last-ditch campaign to break the deadlock of the endless war. Ari is in top fighting.
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Imf Staff Papers 2008, Issue 1 , International Monetary Fund, Jun 18, 2008, Business &
Economics, . In this issue, a team of economists look at approaches to modeling the use of IMF
resources in order to gauge whether the recent decline in credit outstanding is a temporary
orTesseracts, Volume 1 , Judith Merril, 1985, Canadian fiction, 292 pages
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Eleven , Mark Watson, Aug 19, 2010, Fiction, 304 pages. Xavier Ireland is a radio DJ who by night
listens to the hopes, fears and regrets of sleepless Londoners and by day keeps himself very much
to himself - until he is broughtWomen, modernism and British poetry, 1910-1939 resisting
femininity, Jane Dowson, 2002, History, 285 pages. Women, Modernism and British Poetry,
1910-1939 provides a timely discussion of individual women poets who have become, or are
becoming, well-known as their works are reprinted Oxford University Press, 1987
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Angelina Jolie The Biography, Rhona Mercer, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 279 pages. Often
cited as one of the world's most beautiful women she is both adored and envied; either way she is
constantly in the media spotlight no less for her tumultuous personalMolecular Organic
Geochemistry of Cage Compounds and Biomarkers in the Geosphere A Novel Approach to
Understand Petroleum Evolution and Alteration, Zhibin Wei, 2006, , 768 pages. Thermochemical
sulfate reduction (TSR) is an abiogenic process in which hydrocarbons are oxidized by inorganic
sulfate in deep, hot reservoirs. TSR destroys hydrocarbons, but EyeMinded Living and Writing
Contemporary Art, Kellie Jones, May 27, 2011, Art, 515 pages. DIVSelections of writing by the
influential art critic and curator Kellie Jones reveal her role in bringing attention to the work of
African American, African, Latin American download From Emperor to Citizen: The Autobiography
of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi Puyi, William John Francis Jenner Provides a cross-cultural look at the child-
rearing practices in seven societies around the world. First published in 1928, The Huguenots of
Colonial South Carolina is the authoritative work on the Huguenot presence in one of the most
important American colonies. Arthur H. Childhood friends, whose affectionate relationship suffered
an abrupt disruption, are reunited unexpectedly in the home of a mutual acquaintance. Both bear
the marks of life's.



New American Cursive I , Iris Hatfield, Jun 30, 2007, Education, 105 pagesAshford Castle Through
the Centuries, Olda FitzGerald, Mar 1, 2001, Travel, 159 pages download From Emperor to Citizen:
The Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi Puyi, William John Francis Jenner Ezekiel One , Andy Lloyd,
Dec 1, 2008, Fiction, 208 pages. Journalist Bill Bainbridge suspects foul play when his informant in
the intelligence community dies suspiciously. Set in the last months of 2012, "Ezekiel One" is an
action Educational Piano International Edition. Uses essays and stories to remind readers of some
age old coping tools that can be applied to everyday life to clear the mind, open the emotions, and
energize the body. When writer Whiteson decided to spruce up his Hollywood backyard, he never
dreamed that the garden would become as absorbing a creative endeavor as the novel. This book.



Poverty in the United Kingdom A Survey of Household Resources and Standards of Living, Peter
Townsend, Jan 1, 1979, Great Britain, 1216 pagesHeroes and Villains of the Bible , Thomas Nelson,
Nov 1, 2011, Juvenile Nonfiction, 256 pages. 50 true-life adventures of real people from the
BibleвЂ”stories of good versus evil, right versus wrong, and heroes versus villainsвЂ”and their life-
shaping lessons that point
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The Quality of Life The Missing Measurement in Health Care, Lesley Fallowfield, 1990, Health
status indicators, 234 pagesEssentials of geology , Stanley Chernicoff, Haydn A. Fox, 2003,
Science, 496 pages My Life in Search of Africa , John Henrik Clarke, 1994, Biography &
Autobiography, 102 pages. The author, one of the foremost scholars on Africa, fought to legitimize
African history for more than 60 years. This book finally uncovers the tumultuous life of this great
download From Emperor to Citizen: The Autobiography of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi 1987 Oxford University
Press, 1987 This book is designed to help people successfully interact with Deaf American Sign
Language users. Lessons are structured around language needed for common life situations and.
Part of the new Digital Filmmaker Series! Digital Filmmaking: An Introductionis the first book in the
newDigital Filmmaker Series. Designed for an introductory level course in. Intended for use in the
two-term, freshman-level General, Organic, and Biochemistry course taken by Allied Health
students, the Tenth Edition of this widely adopted text.
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